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“The pet food and pet care industry is growing well,
underpinned by stable pet ownership and an increasing

desire to treat pets with premium food, products and
services as pets become a more integral part of the family.

With the rise of services there is an opportunity for both
specialist and non-specialist retailers to capitalise on this

with in-store services.”
– Jacob Holder, Associate Retail Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Premiumisation of pet products and pet food
• The growth of services
• Event offerings for pets

The pet food market performed well in 2017, growing by 3.8% to reach £2.5 billion in value terms.
Further growth of 4.6% is expected in 2018. Growth at the premium end of the market is helping to
drive the market forward as pet owners look to treat their pets with more snacks/treats and by buying
wet food rather than dry, which carries a higher price point.
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Figure 36: Repertoire of pet care services paid for, May 2018

Disparity between dog and cat owners
Figure 37: Types of pet care products bought and pet care services paid for, by pet ownership, May 2018

Pets At Home is the most popular retailer for pet care products
Figure 38: Where pet care products were bought in the last 12 months, May 2018
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Supermarkets most popular place to buy pet food
Figure 43: Where pet food is typically bought, May 2018
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Pet food typically bought in-store
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Amazon is one of the most popular online retailers for pet food
Figure 47: Where pet food is typically bought online, May 2018

Brand not as important for pet owners

Pet food made in-store is an opportunity for retailers
Figure 48: Pet food attitudes, May 2018
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Figure 49: Pet food attitudes, by age, May 2018

Young people see online retail as convenient
Figure 50: Pet food attitudes, by age, May 2018
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Figure 51: Interest in pet products, May 2018

Young Millennials the most interested in pet innovations
Figure 52: Interest in pet products, by generation, May 2018

Pet health check-up at the top of the list

Grooming service demand presents an opportunity
Figure 53: Interest in pet services, May 2018

Dog owners more interested in paying for pet services
Figure 54: Interest in pet services, by pet ownership, May 2018

Online retailers have a good range

Consumers prioritise their pet spending more than personal spending

Shop assistants can drive sales with advice and knowledge

Absence of matching pet accessories for menswear is a big opportunity
Figure 55: Pet retailer and pet behaviours, May 2018

Older consumers more confident in ensuring that their pet is healthy
Figure 56: Pet retailer and pet behaviours, by age, May 2018

Young Millennials more likely to spend more on pets than Baby Boomers
Figure 57: Pet retailer and pet behaviours, by generation, May 2018
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